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Censorship Day Stirs Thought
The board was covered using
spray
paint by three artists; mostly
Assistant Editor
working simultaneously.
This year's Censorship Day
Gradually different images of
was more illuminating than ever. half human creatures appeared. .
Quite a large number of Regis Others images showed distorted
students, faculty and staff turned faces, resembling strangled
out for this event on Wednes- tongues.
day, Oct. 20.
On Censorship Day this is called
art, at another time or place this
would just be graffiti.
'
"The main attraction
Several banned videos were
was the large 'wall' played so people could judge for
themselves how appropriate the
that was covered in films
were, and to judge the vagraffiti."
lidity of the reasons the films
were banned.
People gathered in the Quad
Some of the movies shown were
to see displays of censored Clockwork Orange and Monty
media, and at the same time Python's Life of Brian.
A particular favorite on display .
were able to express themselves
in ways and about issues that was The Wall. This movie is
would normally, pemaps wrong- based along the story line found
fully, be censored.
in the album The Wall by Pink
The main attraction was the Floyd.
large "walf' that was covered
It shows a performer's dealings
in graffiti. Students got the with his personal anguish, and
chance to see the whole proc- called for a break from conformess of the artwork's creation ist ideas and conformity.
starting with a blank 8 by 12
Two images called to mind are
of students being pressed out as if
foot board.

by Sean McNamara

from a product line, and a
quasi-hallucination of a man
bathing in bis own blood.

''Students could test
· their aim with the
'Tipper Gore Dart
Board,' which itself
had been censored.''
Articles on display included
items from the McCarthy Era
and Leni Riefenstahl' s films
on Hitler and Germany in the
1940s.
In the background I could
bear the music of the Revolting Cocks. The often banned
books Hucklebeny Finn and
Lord of the Flies were again
included in the banned book
display.

Please see Censorship
on p. 12

Religious Studies Professor Attends
Conference on Medical Ethics
by Kate Barnes
Copy Editor

It is not often in our world
that science fiction becomes
science fact When this does
happen, humanity must once
again consider the ethical and
theological implications that
new technology bas on our
world.
Today's society must examine the implications of mapping the human genome and
the consequences of the inform:ationgainedfromthesestudies in human genetics.
To study some of the theological and ethical questions
raised by geneticists, a grant
was awarded to the Center for
Theology and the Natural Scienccs in Berkeley, California.
The grant period ends in 1994.
The research is being conducted by a group of individuals from all over the United
States and Europe, including
Dr. Deborah Blake, a Profes-

sor of Religious Studies here at
Regis University.
"Science and Theology are not
separate. Wemustdiscoverwhat
Theology can learn from Science
and what Science can learn from
Theology," said Dr. Blake as she
introduced her ideas about the
· project.
With the mutualism of science
and theology in mind, Dr Blake
talked about what she bas disco vered in her investigation of the
-problem of ethics with respect to
the science of genetics.
The research in human genetics bas created several fears for
Dr. Blake. The biggest fear she
has is that the "decoding" of the
DNA molecule will create "a myth,
a way of looking at society," in
which everyone is "reduced to
the content of our genes."
This could have great implicalions in society. Genetic labels
could become a new form of racism. People may be categorized
as "undesirables" - - even before
they are born.

When the humap genome is
deciphered, genetic mapping
may become required of all
humans. Genetic diseases like
Huntington's disease could
become the factor in determining who will be allowed
to marry whom, which couples
can be allowed to have children (passing on the gene),
and even, who is allowed to
be born.
Dr. Blake also fears that the
future will bring the time when
there is a "whole catalog of
genetic markers which will
lead to discrimination based
upon one's genes." For example: not only could the
geneticists begin to dictate
marriages and births, but
people with some genetic
markers may not even be allowed to get insurance because of the presence of cer-

Please see Blake
onp. 2

l
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The Regis Scene
On the Quad:
Campus Parking
opinions compiled by Andreatta Grisenti
photos by Heather Baniszewski

Velcro-jumping was one of many activities _during Health Nut Week.
During the "Playfest," Bill Dupey jumped many times.
Andreatta Gtisenti/Highlander

"The parking situation is ridiculous. I have so many parking tickets. My choice is between being late to class
and parking illegally. And when I park on the street, my
car gets hit. I think they should offer a new class in the
core curriculum call called 'Creative Parking."
--Morgan Stilinovic

Mario Quadracci and Todd Morris played a little ditty last Thursday in the quad for a
few of their friends. They hoped for a donation, and not just applause, in appreciation of
their talent.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

"In the lots, there seem to be a lot of sections that are
parking places, but they're marked off with lines, so if you
park there, you're parked illegally. They need to add a
new parking lot somewhere; maybe they could take out
part of a field."
--Jackie Kincaid

I

Jennifer Rottman served "mocktails" at th.e Bacchus
un-bar during Health Nut Week to promote alternatives to drinking alcohol. The un-bar was at various
places during the week. Rottman was stationed ·
outside the Student Center.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
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ELS Profile: Ricardo Araiza
by Tillie Sanchez
Editor

ELS Student Ricardo Araiza at the Grand Canyon in Arizona.
Special to Highlander

Athletic, friendly, and
humorous. That is how
you could best describe
ELS student Ricardo
Araiza. Ricardo hails from
the city of Caborca in
Senora, Mexico.
This 18 year old is in his
last month of study here in
the United States. He said
he studies English in order
to prepare for his future
education and career.
Ricardo will begin his
undergraduate studies in
January at the Technological School of Monterey in
Mexico.

KRCX and Senator Gallagher Host Pub Tour·
by Amy Everitt
Staff Reporter

KRCX and Senator Gallagher's
second annual pub tour will be
on November 3. The Senator
will be taldng people on tours
through historic LoDo (Lower
Downtown Denver) to see the
buildings that have been called
"architectural jewels" by the New
York Times architectural critic.
The tour starts at John Hickenlooper' s Wynkoop Brew Pub.
The next stop will be Union
Station. The tour will then follow the path of the new Light
Rail system to 15th Street.
Moving on to the Wazee
Lounge Supper Club, the group
will have snacks and meet the
owners, the Karargas brothers,

who also own "My Brother's learning history will build
Bar" . They will then walk north community. "LoDoisone
on Wazee street to the Cruz Room of the more vital commuof the Oxford Hotel.
nities, you get to see life
Stopping by the Terminal Bar, on a human scale. Upper
they will have a chance to visit a Downtown is just a bunch
bar with a happy hour from 7 :00 of big beer cans, but the
- 9:00 A._M . The Senator will buildings downtown are
then lead the sightseers to the site special. The architects
of the new Coors ball field, and even put their names on
they will see the old red light dis- their works of art."
trict. This includes "entrepreThe Senator does many
neur of pleasure" Mattie Silk's othertoursas well, includHall of Mirrors.
ing his famous graveyard
The final stop will be El Chap- and voter registration tour
ultepec at 20th and Market Street.
"Just a bit of Irish
The Senator, along with his Humor. " be laughs.
partner, Tom Noel of the history
If you are interested in
department at C.U. Denver, has joining the Senator on his
been giving tours like this for tour contact the Communication Arts office in
over 20 years.
Senator Gallagher believes that Loyola Hall.

Ricardo plans to study Economics because he likes administrative and organizational
duties, and he also expressed
an interest in pursuing a Master
Degree, perhaps at an American university.
What has Ricardo found difficult in his study of the English
language? GRAMMAR, but
he believes he has progressed.
He said his interaction with the
International Hosts in West Hall
was also helpful in his study of
English.
This rock n' roll fan said he
enjoys action movies like "The
Good Son" and "The Program",
but he really dislikes the food
·
here.
Ricardo has spent much of

his free time travelling around
Colorado and the neighboring
states. He has visited the Grand
Canyon, the ever popular Air Force
Academy, and Mt. Rushmore in
South Dakota.
Ricardo also has indulged in
his sports fetish while here at
Regis. Ifhe isn't catching a baseball or football game on the television, he is playing soccer or
racquetball with his ELS and
American friends.
What will Ricardo remember
most about his stay here at Regis? "I will remember all the
friends I have made ... and travelling with friends to places I
never expected to be."
Good luck Ricardo and enjoy
the rest of your stay here at Regis.

Announcement
University President, Fr. Michael Sheeran
has approved a plan to add an additional 50
parking spaces to the Regis Lowell campus
over the next several months.
,
The initial phase of the project will include
closing the Gate 1 entry area to permit diagonal parking along that lane and closing Gate 5
to increase parking there, as well as remove a
hazardous entry and exit location. These
projects will begin during the next two weeks.
Phase II will involve re-designing Lot 4 near
the Student Center toprovide perpendicular
parking. Work on this project will commence
later in the spring when weather permits repaving selected areas.

Circle K International: Annual Casino Night
by Mario Eason
Staff Reporter

Parent's Weekend marks the
annual Casino Night. Circle K
International sponsored the fundraiser. Circle K members worked
hard to make the event as pleasurable as possible.
By early evening, the·turn out
had already surpassed the attendance of previous year. Jodi
Noller, President of CKI, pointed
out that she set a goal of 100
people to attend. This number
would set Circle Kover the top.
CKI's profits will go towards
their community service. The

money will be used for activities
such as bowling with the children Mount Saint Vincent's Home.
CKI's didn't have a set goal
for the evening. Miss Noller
simply said, "we hope to make
enough to finance service all year
long."
Elizabeth Oberreitter stated that
Casino Night was a time for the
students and their parents to have
fun. At the same time it is good
way to raise the money needed
byCKI.
She also told of the great effort
put forth by Jodi Noller to make
Casino Night much better.
Activities included black jack,

poker, roulette, craps, and
a silent auction. During
the silent auction, bids were
made on items such as a
ski pass to Copper Mountain, lunch with Father
Clark, passes for movies
and a laser light show.
One last thing Jodi Noller
said was that her starchy
collar irritated her most of
the night. She wondered
how men wore them so
often. Try less starch, Jodi.

NURSES. CONTINUE
YOUR EDUCATION ...
THE SMART WAY.

Army Reserve Nursing offers a variety of opportunities
to further your education at little or no cost to you.

• Specialized Training Assistance Program

Blake Continued from p.1
tain genes which may, or may
not cause a certain disease to
appear in the individual.
Some kinds of mental illness
may cause people to blame the
problem on a particular genetic
trait (as in the case of schizophrenia which could be related
to a combination of a gene and
environmental factors), and not

other fa~tors which contribute to
the illness.
Oh the positive side, however,
Dr. Blake also acknowledges the
great potential for medical advancements. She sees thehereditity factor for breast cancer as
today's key to monitor more
carefully women with the genetic
tendency and detect the cancer
early enough to cure it.
In the future, she also sees gene
therapy as an exciting method of
treatment for some kinds of diseases.

"If we are careful, these
things will be a great help.
The science is not evil,
how the science is used
can be the problem."

(STRAP) provides an extra monthly stipend of over$794 for nurse anesthesia, operating room training,
RN-BSN and selected master's degrees.
• Health Professionals Loan Repayment Program
will repay qualifying federally insured student loans at
a maximum of $20,000 for select specialties.
• Montgomery GI Bill can give you up to $6,840 to
complete your B.S.N. degree.
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

Call 303-360-9379
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY RESERVE
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by Christopher Pramuk
There's a fatigue that one
sinks into on nights like this, a
weariness without regret or
apology: a good tired.
Going, going, and going, but
all the while remembering to
breathe, remembering to ask
God for help. Actually, that
comes only after asking
myself if I've done the right
thing, or whether I am in fact
a clueless freak (crazy idiot)
(or substitute other colorful
adjectives).
Tonight the answer sinks for
a moment into a peaceful
heart, accompanied by the
confidence that we're all
really doing our best with
genuine intentions. I pray to
do the best I can with the time
I've been given here at
Romero House, in this
neighborhood.
Abstractions and lofty ideals
quickly find their relevance
when concrete decisions jerk
one out of a more comfortable
routine. Today, for example,
six students -- myself included
-- and a Jesuit priest were out
knocking on doors,Jn a
neighborhood which many of
us probably once avoided.
Old houses, broken porches
overgrown with weeds, metal
doors hanging by one desperate hinge -- every detail can

look ominous when you FEEL
yourself the stranger. But then
a door opens, and you are met
with the curiosity of a child, a
tentative smile, the momentary
possibility of being welcomed.
A young woman on Tejon
Street listened carefully
through a closed screen door
as we, her strange visitors,
confessed our identity. "We
are your neighbors," we said.
(Translation: we are not
selling anything.) "We would
like to introduce ourselves,
and to know your name." She smiled shyly and the
door opened. She told us her
name and' about her husband
and three sons -- aged seven,
five, and three -- and a
daughter, Ja-niece, only four
months old. They have lived
for four years in this house,
she said, but this was the first
time somebody from the
neighborhood had ever come
by to say hello. We invited
her kids to a Halloween party.
I think I took a deep breath
and whispered "Thank you",
even for thi:::, this very simple
encounter. How do you tell a
total stranger that they are
beautiful?! Such moments
seem to stand out against
every other instance of fear
and despair in a confused

world.
Unfortunately, its much
easier to tum on the 1V and
get a thrill from one of the
countless "real-life" drama
shows: Rescue 91 l, COPS,
Hard Copy. What is the
appeal of such hyped-up
garbage? Does the media,
the evening news, provide
us with all there is to know
about "real" life? Is life
really so boring and
impotent?
.
Thank God for moments
of real beauty, for fragility,
for awkward human conversations. Thank God for
conflict, nausea, headache,
boredom, surprise, failure,
cluelessness, confidence,
apprehension, daring! It is
all very rich, we are rich.
And now I'm tired, good
tired, I guess I better go to
sleep.

Editor's note: Last week's
Notes from the Barrio,
contained a great many
errors and omissions. We
apologize to the readers for
any misunderstanding of the
article, and to the writer for
bringing this matter to our
attention.

Submissions for each issue are due by 5 p.m.
the Thursday before each run date, unless
other arrangements have been made.

George Kenney Sheds Light On U.S. Foreign Policy in Bosnia
by Amy Everitt
Staff Reponer

Standing up for his convictions
-- That's what George Kenney
was doing when he resigned from
the State Department because he
didn' t agree with the U.S.'s dealings in Bosnia. Telling us to
Stand up for ours is what he did
when he came to Regis to share
his story.
On October 12, George Kenney gave a lecture in the St. John
Francis Chapel about the U.S.'s
involvement with Bosnia.
The State Department had labeled Yugoslavia a trouble spot
as early as 1991. Because U.S.
policy prohibits the involvement
of other countries' civil wars, the
U.S. did not go into Bosnia.
When Yugoslavia broke up, it
was no longer a civil war, but the
U.S. still did not send troops in.
This was mostly for fear of what
the public would say. George
Kenney resigned because the U.S.

was doing nothing.
The religious "ethnic cleansing" that is going on is the
primary cause of conflict.
Mr. Kenney feels that the
oppression of the Muslims is
dangerous because it will
create a political issue for the
Shi'ite Muslims and Egypt
and Saudi Arabia.
He believes that simply
because the victims are Muslims, this entire problem is .
being overlooked.
Because he had the opportunity to work under both the .
Bush and Clinton administrations, he had the chance to
explain to Regis how the two
differed.
When George Bush left
office, the administration
created a Bosnia policy that
would just keep thiqgs under
control until the Clinton
administration could take
over. The only problem was,
the Clinton administration

hasn' t taken over - the same
temporary policy that Bush created is still in effect.
Kenney felt Clinton is "governing by mood swings". One
day he will be ready to go in,
and the next day he changes his
mind and says nothing needs to
be done.
Bush, however, probably
would have already sent troops
into Bosnia if he had been elected,
according to Kenney.
George Kenney tried to clear
up any misconceptions about
Bosnia concerning .B ush's election strategy. K;enney says that
if Bosnia was to be used for
political gain on Bush's part, he
would have sent troops in long
before the November election.
Although George Kenney' s
resignation did not have a major
impact on what is happening
now, he had to do what he thought
would be right. He had to stand
up for what he believed. He encourages us to do the same.

?eorge _K enney expressd his views concerning U.S. policy
m Bosma at a luncheon with Regis faculty and students.
Andreatta Gnsenti/Highlander
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The National Service Act
A Summary
by Lynne Montrose
Director of Experiential Education
The National and Community
Service Trust Act of 1993 has
been allocated $300 million in
funds to begin a national community-based service program.
National service programs will
be administered by the Corporation for National & Community
Service, which combines two
existing federal agencies, the
Commission of National and
Community Service and ACTION. Two-thirds of the funds
($200 million) will be distributed to the states for funding
grant proposals and applicants to
the AmeriCorps program. Much
of the focus will be on participants who are young adults, but
Americans of all ages and backgrounds are invited to get involved. The mission statement
of the Corporation is, "The
Corporation for National and
Community Service will engage
Americans of all ages and backgrounds in community-based
service. This service will address the nation's education,
health, human, public safety and
environmental needs to achieve
meaningful results. In doing so,
the Corporation will foster civic
responsibility, strengthen the
cords that bind us together as a
people, and provide educational
opportunity for those who make
a substantial commitment to
service."
AmerlCorps
One initiative that will interest
Regis students, is the AmeriCorps
program. Participants may perform 1,700 hours of service full
time over nine months to a year,
or part-time - 900 hours over one
to two years. (Full-time college
students may wodc part-time oneto three years). Participants will
receive $4, 725 as an educational
award and repayment of any in-

From The Office Of The President
by Dom Dezzutti

terest on student loans during
Officially, more than half of good chance to get some work tailed description of each issue,
their service. These awards
this
year's Executive Board teml done before we all come back pros and cons and answers of to
may be used to pay for higher
is
over.
It is the end of October in January. Realisticly, only some of the common questions
education or vocational trainand
we
now
find ourselves at a studying gets done after about each referendum item.
ing. Participantsmustbehigb
The referendum will be a chance
crossroads.
I
believe the rest of Thanksgiving and ski season
school graduates, and a state
us,
student
leader
or
not,
find
for
each member of this college
will
be
in
high
gear
in
Janucommission will select service participants on a non-dis- ourselves at ·the same cross- ary. The Executive Board to have a voice in issues that will
criminatory and non-political roads. We find ourselves need- has realized this and dedi- directly effect you and effect the
ing to make a decision. When cated itself to an agenda that future of Regis. I spoke of our
basis.
we look back on this year, bow accomplishes our most im- student voice in the last issue of
State Commissions
In Colorapo, the Governor do we want it described? Do portant goals each and every the Highlander. Do not let a
chance like this pass you by. Ask
is in the process of selecting we want this to be the year that week.
For example, this week we your friends at other colleges and
and appointing 15-25 mem- Regis changed the most because
bers of a new State Commis- of us'! Do we want this year to are concentrating efforts on a ask them if they have an opportusion on Community Service. be one of mediocrity or accom- proposed student referendum nity to be a real voice to their adin November and we are ministration. The students at Regis
Colorado will receive between plishments'!
Reality is crashing in on all working on specific goals that enjoy a rare luxury. Let's make
$125,000 to $750,000 (based
on population) to create and of us and we will miss the boat we have set for our own group. sure we take advantage of this
administer the commission. unless we notice that it is in- The student referendum will opportunity.
It's pretty simple. If you want
Commission members will deed leaving. October is now be an official student vote to
serve terms of three years; finished. We have twenty-five talce place on November 17th. this year to be productive, it must
they will receive only reim- days in November before the This vote will be on issues start now. I know I sound crazy
bursements and per diem Thanksgiving break. Then, three that include the student health for saying that there is not much
weeks remain until finals-week, and counseling fee, student time left to accomplish our goals.
payments, not salaries.
followed
by a well deserved activity fee and campus en- But seriously, does Labor Day
The State Commission will
vironment programs. The next really feel like it was two months
administer the competitive winter holiday.
This next month is our last Highlander will have a de- ago? I didn ' t think so.
process to select national service programs within the state.
There will be an additional
$10 million dollars available
to Higher Education Service
learning programs nationally.
School-based service learning programs will be able to
apply for $25 million in available funds and community
based programs can apply f o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
$4 million in funds.
From fiscal years 199
through 1996 the Corporatio
has been appropriated $30
million, $500 million, an
THE SOBERING FACTS: AN OVERVIEW
$700 million dollars respec
lively to create new, mean
ingful and measurable nati
* As many as 10.5 million Americans show signs of alcoholism or alcohol dependence,
service opportunities for al
and another 7.2 million show persistent heavy drinking patterns associated with imAmericans. The projecte
paired health and/ or social functioning.
grants process will begin i
early 1994, with program
• An alcohol-related family problem strikes one of every four American homes.
I
selected for funding anno
in spring and summer of th
• Of offenders convicted of violent crimes, 54 % of the inmates in one survey had used
same year.
alcohol just before the offense. Broken down into different crimes, that's 68% of inmates convicted on manslaughter charges, 62% on assault, 49% on murder or attempt
murder and 52% on rape or other sexual assault.

PAC Dance Chair Position Open
Contact Micki Freeman in Campus Life for
more details by November 4th.

DID YOU KNOW?

/

Boy Scouts Of America College
Internship Program

• Close to half of all fatal highway crashes are alcohol-related; 23,352 people died from
alcohol-related crashes in 1988.
• An average of 300 people died each day in 1987 from alcohol- related causes-a total o
105,095. Each victim lost 25.9 years of life on the average.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENT:
Here is an opportunity to receive academic
credit for working with a professional Scouter.
The Boy Scouts of America College Internship
Program is a unique educational, work, and
interpersonal relationship program especially
designed to increase practical knowledge of
the role and responsibilities of professional
Scouting. Interns will be exposed to administrative areas of Scouting: sales, service, finance,
public relations, and personnel management.

REQUIREMENTS
1) Must be a second semester junior or a first
semester senior.
2) Will require a minimum of twenty hours a

week.
3) Must have a driver's license.

• Alcohol is closely connected to the foue leading causes of accidental death in the US:
auto crashes (about half are alcohol-related), falls(17-53%), drownings (38%), and fires
and burns (37-64%).
.
• Two out of every five people in the US wll be in an alcohol-related crash in their
lifetime.
• Over 90% of all alcoholics are heavy cigarette smokers.
• Alcohol users-particularly women and younger drinkers-frequently use other drugs.
Close to half (46%) of Alcoholics Anonymous members, up from 38% in 1986, reported
addiction to other drugs as well as alcohol.
• Off the highway, alcohol contributes to about six million non-fatal and 15,000 fatal
injuries at home, at play or in public places.

4) APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY
NOVEMBER 25,1993

! ••

BONUS

cl . .

1) 1,500 stipencd
2) An opportunity for summer employ_ment at the
Council's summer camp.

For Additiogal Information Contact:
Lynne Montrose Internship Loyola Hall
Room 12

s ••••

! OUNCIS OI WO:<I

120UNCIS0,11ll
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NCAOO FACT SHEET: ALCOHOLISM ANO ALCOHOL-RELA TEO PROBLEMS
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ALCOHOL AWAI
November ,~
Students Party
CHOICES Playfest '93

DRINKING MYTHS
Your Guided Tour Through Folklore,
Fantasy, and Hogwash

Why bother to debunk a bunch of harmless myths about drinking? Because they're not harmless.

For instance? If people think it's OK to smash down eight or 10 beers every
night because "it's only beer," they could develop serious drinking problems
without even knowing it.
There are 12 million alcoholic Americans. Alcoholism is a national plague.
Yet in some societies, where the.y don't share our misconceptions about drinking, alcoholism is rare.
So the more we know about drinking, the better we can handle it. The
better we can decide whether, where, when, why, how much and with whom to
drink.

175 students and some
faculty were naturally high
Thursday October 7th. The
theme for Playfest, a
CHOICES event, was natural
highs and indeed it was not
just the green and pink
helium balloons that were
feeling high, naturally.
The two most popular
activities were rollerblading
and velsro-jumping. Thanks
to Sports-Rents, students bad
a free opportunity to try their
legs on rollerblades. The
velcro wall was an instant
"hit." Donned in stylish
velcro suits students took
flying leaps and sometimes
flips into the wall - and most
of the time stuck there. It

was rumored that Jim
McCormick also took flying
leap, we always knew he was
a sticky fellow.
After all of this hard work,
students were treated to free
TCB Y yogurt. A raffle was
also held in which 25 prizes
were given, including 12
Village Inn Pies, Boulder
Dinner Theater tickets, and
various dinners and comedy
club tickets. Overall, the
raffle was supported by 15
sponsors and raised $70 for
CHOICES. If you would like
to become involved in
working with CHOICES,
please give us a call at
X4323.

a

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
SCHEDULE FOR ALCOHOL
•
••
•
AWARENESS WEEK
•
"People are friendlier when they're drunk." - Maybe. But they're also
more hostile, more dangerous, more criminal. More than half of all murders,
one third of all suicides, and much family violence are alcohol-related.
"I'm just a social drinker." - Just because you never drink alone doesn't
mean you can't have a drinking problem. Plenty of "social drinkers" become
alcoholic.
"The really serious problem in our society is drug abuse." - Right. Our
No.1 drug problem is alcohol abuse. About 500,000 Amercians are addicted to
heroin. But about 12 million are addicted to alcohol. It's not even close.

•

••

(NOVEMBER 8TH-121H)

i

••

•• Theme of the Week: Realize Your Natural Highs ••
•
••
.
•MONDAY Think When you Drink
•
.10:00am-2:00pm:
Educational booth in student center

.

•
:
•
•

12:00pm-l:OOpm: Noon-time forum in the cafeteria on driving
safety
7:00pm-8:00pm: Speaker-Gary Brokaw (Mountain View Room)
"A Day in the Life of an Inmate"
9:00pm-11 :OOpm: Subway Night in the snack bar (free sandwich
• and drinks)
Movie dealing with a natural high /UNBAR

!
••

•TUESDAY Adult Children of Alcoholics

"The best cure for a hangover is ..." - There are lots of favorites. But they
all have one thing in common: They don't work. What works? Preventive
medicine. If you don't drink too much, you won't get a hangover.

Source: Operation THRESHOLD, Wisconsin Clearinghouse.

: 10:00am-2:00pm: Educational booth in tne student center
.12:00pm-l:OOpm: Noon-time forum in the cafeteria with faculty
•members
: 3:30pm-5:00pm: Alcohol Olympics sponsored by REACH in the
• quad with student athletes
• 7:30pm-finish: Moonlight Run (sponsored by REACH)
Prizes for the winners and runner-ups!
·•9:00pm-11:00pm: PAC movie "Son-in-Law" (free popcorn and
• soft drinks)

!

••
! WEDNESDAY

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUN!(1, ONE ·MORE
FOR THE ROAD CM HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

•

.

Alcohol and Relationships

• 10:00am-2:00pm: Educational booth in student center
• 12:00pm-1:00pm: Noon-time fonmi. with support counselo~s and
.. .
.
• cns1s mtervention representatives
• 7:00pm-8:30pm: Creative arts therapy with RAs and PSAs in the
: snack bar "Confronting a peer who might have an alcohol problem·•
~9:00pm-11:00pm: Pizza Night in the snack bar (free pizza and
•drink!)
•

!

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties:w,
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink ,,
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION 1~

•
•• THURSDAY Safe Party Tips
! 10:00am-2:00pm: Educational lxx>th in student center

••
•

•
••FRIDAY
Celebrate Life
•• 10:00am-2:00pm: Educational booth in student center
• in the cafeteria
••
•
PLANS FOR THE WEEK:
••
-Creative Arts Therapy

••
••
••
•

•
• 12:00pm-1:00pm: Noon-time forum in the cafeteria with students!
: in leadership positions "Is there an alcohol problem on Regis
•
• Campus?':
•
•9:00pm-11:00pm: Thursday 1brills PAC Party (Dance marathon :
• and great prizes!)
•

•
:

-Dorm Decorating Contest
-REACH sporting event
~rum.
-.-s

•••••••••••• .1'i~n.twia

:
•
!
•
•

. ........... .
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tENESS WEEK
- 12th
Women and Alcohol: The Facts May Surprise You
It is entirely too well known that many men and women in our society drink some kind of alcoholic beverage, both socially and
behind closed doors. However, some facts about women and alcohol are less known and may be contrary to your beliefs.
In current times, women who drink are thought of much differently than any male who consumes alcohol. For example, attitudes towards female intoxication are generally negative. Many double standards prevail: an intoxicated woman is perceived as
"worse" than an intoxicated man, as society frowns upon women who drink.
The statistics are alarming regarding the increase of drug and alcohol use among the female population. (Information coming
from Clearin~ House Fact Sheet, Rutgers University. 1991)
· 34 % of the Alcoholics Anonymous membership is female.
· Women are now heavily targeted for the marketing alcoholic beverages.
· Women will spend $30 billion on alcoholic beverages in 1994, compared with $20 billion in 1984.
· Women consume almost 68% of all wine coolers.
· If a man and a woman of similar weight drink the same amount of alcohol, 30% more alcohol will enter a woman's blood
stream because women have less of a certain stomach enzyme that digests alcohol.
· Even with less alcohol consumption, women are more likely to develop liver disease than men are .
. 3 out of 4 alcohol and drug dependent women report incidents of sexual abuse, including rape and incest.
. Alcoholic women have a higher incidence of suicide attempts than both alcoholic men and the entire female population as a
whole.
Regardless of your gender, alcohol use has become an important issue. We as a society, need to deal with responsibly.
Please keep this in mind as we approach Alcohol Awareness Week: November 8th - 12th.

How Many Times po
You Get Drunk A Year?
type of role alcohol plays in
None? 25? 150?? 200??
your life. And finally, if you
That was the question posed
are trying to reduce your
by Mike Green. "Greeny" as
drinking, you can follow the
he is more commonly called
formula 2-HALT. 2 drinks an
was a guest speaker spon- hour when you go out (max)
sored by R.E.A.C.H. (the
and do not drink if you are
athletic department's division
Hungry, Angry, Lonely, or
of CHOICES). He demonstrated exactly how he got the Tired - these situations lead to
trouble.
name Greeny by a little game
Overall, Mike Green adhe played. Several students
dressed over 100 students,
were asked to participate in a
athletes, and faculty/staff. His
chugging contest. After they
fun yet realistic and down to
had raced down their drinks,
Earth
approach made him both
without asking what was in
enjoyable
as well as informathe drinks, he proclaimed that
tional.
He
works with univerthere was a "greeny" in one
sities across the nation as well
of the drinks. The message:
as professional athletic teams don't become caught up in
particularly in the NHL. We
the competition of drinking,
hope to have him back at
know what you are drinking,
Regis!! ! If you would like a
and at parties be alert to anycopy of his of bis survey to
thing being slipped into your
find out how many times a
drink. _Luckily, he was only
year you get drunk, contact
joking about the "greeny."
Sally or Debbie at X4323.
He also challenged students
to figure out exactly bow
many times a year that they
LOOK FOR ALCOHOL
get wasted. The answers
OLYMPICS AND
were a real eye-opener, many
THE
MOONLIGHT FUN
did not realize exactly bow
RUN
many days out of 365 are
SPONSORED
BY R.E.A.C.H.
spent, shall we say, in another
DURING
ALCOHOL
state. The goal here is that if
AWARENESS WEEK
you do drink, be aware of
your drinking. Realize what

lver Get Somebody Total~ Wasted!

TAKE THE KEYS

CAll ACAB .
TAKE ASTANO .

fRltNO~ OON'1 lH fRlfNO~ ORIVf DRUNK

/

•

r

One subject students know very well is other students. How to talk to them. What makes them
tick. How to influence them. Which makes
students the best teachers when it comes to
another subject: responsible drinking by
those students of legal age who choose
to drink.
The BACCHUS program, sponsored in
part by Anheuser-Busch, is a program that
allows students like you to play the major role
in encouraging other students of legal drinking
age to think about, talk about and develop responsible drinking
habits, as well as respect for state laws and campus policies
regarding alcohol consumption.
In BACCHUS, you'll find plenty of peers, but no pressure.

Just plain talk in a relaxed environment.
There are over 430 BACCHUS chapters on campuses
nationwide. If there isn't one on yours, consider starting one.
If there is, get involved. Who knows, you could be a great
teacher. And a great student.
BACCHUS is the kind of grass roots program that
Anheuser-Busch supports to encourage responsible drinking
by adult collegians. For more information, contact BACCHUS
of the U.S., Inc., P.O. Box 100430, Denver, Colorado 80210.

FRIENDS KNOWWHEN
TO SAY WHEN'"
,

BUDWEISER• • KING OF BEERS• • c 1991 ANHEUSER-BUSCH- tNC.• ST LOUIS. MO

...
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Writing Center Grows from Humble Roots
by Andreatta Grisenti
Staff Reporter

Today, the Regis Writing Center has two rooms in Carroll
Hall. There are eight writing
consultants, a full-time assistant director, and 20 teaching
assistants who tutor students
for freshman seminar classes.
Looking at the Writing Center's success, few people may
realize its humble beginnings.
In 1989, the Writing Center
was born in a temporary space
in the basement of Dayton Memorial Library. It had a parttime coordinator and five writing consultants.
The Writing Center is part of
the Writing Program, which
began in 1984asa wayofintroducing writing-intensive classes
across the core.
Eleanor Swanson, F.nglish professor and director of the Writing Program, pioneered the
Writing Center. She searched
various books and looked at
writing centers at other universities that could serve as models.
One belief that guided her-and that the staff still upholds-is that a writing center should
not be a "proofreading shop in
the basement."
"It is not a writing lab and not
a place where people come to
be 'diagnosed' for their problems," she comments.
Instead, the Writing Center is
a place for dialogue about a
piece of writing. Consultants
use the approach of "inquiry
and collaboration," which means

a student's paper is read aloud,
and then the consultant asks
appropriate questions to help
the student revise his or her
own paper. The main goal is
developing better writers--not
just better papers.
"We get away from the idea
that the Writing Center is a
place of'remediation,"' Swanson says. "Rather, it is here for
as much of the entire academic
community as it can possibly
serve."
Swanson believes that writing shouldn't have a "purely
utilitarian function." This philosophy guides the Writing
Center · and carries over to
Swanson's classes. She provides students opportunities to
articulate their ideas about a
subject and demonstrate critical thinking in a variety of
writing assignments.
Through her work with the
Writing Program, Swanson bas
helped other professors do the
same for their students.
Swanson feels support from
the faculty and the rest of the
Regis community has contributed to the Writing Center's
success.
Its success can be seen in the
number of student visits.
The center averaged about
200 visits per semester in its
first years. With the start of
freshman seminar classes last
fall, though, the number of total visits increased, because
freshmen are.encouraged to go
to the Writing Center. For Fall
1992, over 500 total visits were
logged.

6th Annual Career Fair Offers
Networking Opportunities
senting a workshop before the
by Dom Dezzutti
Career Fair on bow to get the
Guest Reporter
most out of the event. The
The Sixth Annual workshop will be held on OctoCareer Fair will be held on ber 28th, 4:30pm at the Career
November 3, 1993 from 10:00 Services office. The workshop
am to 2:00 pm in the Student is geared to students who wish
Center. The Career Fair, an to use the Career Fair to adopportunity for students to in- vance their career.
Linda
vestigate various careers, will Helwig, director of Career Servhost over 55 different compa- ices, commented that this worknies. These companies will shop will be valuable to people
represent a wide range of occu- who want to use the Career Fair
pations covering a variety of to its full potential.
fields .
· The Career Fair can also be
Some of the companies ~at used by ·Freshmen and Sophowill be attending the Career mores who have yet to select a
Fair will be US West, Karsh major. The people who will be
and Hagan Advertising, IBM, attending the Career Fair will
KCNC-TV, and U.S. Se<;:ret inform people what their occuService. In addition, occupa- pation entails and what courses
tions dealing with chemistry, are best to take in order to prepsychology and social counsel- pare for the field that they are
ing will be represented. A interested in. This information
Denver County Court Judge and is valuable because it is not
representatives of St. Joseph's from a textbook. Rather, it is
Hospital will also be taking part from a person who is in the
field currently and who knows
in the Career Fair.
The Career Fair, which was the trends of the profession.
named event of the year in 1991,
The Career Fair will be logives students a great opportu- cated in the Student Center on
nity to start networking. Infor- . November 3. If any students
mational networking is consid- are interested in more informaered as one of the most impor- tion, stop by or call Career
tant ways of getting a job in the Services at 458-3508.
1990's job market.
Career Services will be pre-

Students are the center's main
constituency, but faculty and
staff are also welcome to take
their writing to a consultant.
Swanson bas taken her own
manuscripts to consultants for
feedback.
Even with the center's popularity, Swanson admits she must
often justify its existence and
fight for space.
The Writing Center bas been
moved various times in the last
five years. After starting in a
small space in the basement of
the library, it was moved to the
fourth floor of Carroll Hall, then
to the third floor. Now it is in
Carroll Hall 210 and 212.
Not having a permanent
"borne" bas caused problems,
according to Swanson.
"One of the most important
things for a writing center is to
have an identity," she says. "An
identity is created by a stable
space--a place people can be
familiar with.
"We've bad trouble even
keeping signs on the doors of
buildings to tell people where
we are."
No matter where the Writing
Center is housed, Swanson hopes
to continue doing the best job
possible.
"I would love to have every
Regis student come to the
Writing Center, but I know that's
unrealistic," she says. "My goal
is to continue to provide a very
high quality support ~ervice and
to have as many people on the
Lowell campus come to the
Writing Center as possible."

Dr. Eleanor Swanson started the Writing Center as part of the
Writing Program in 1989 to give students a place to come for
dialogue about their writing.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
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Come and meet these writing consultants in-person!
Writing Center Open House
November 3, 1993, 2 to 5 p.m.
With an aversion to sunlight, Libby "one lump or two" Coffey spends most of her time in

dark coffee houses reading tomes of poetry. This is Libby's second year as a writing consultant, and her majors of English and sociology and minor of philosophy keep her buried in
homework.
Andreatta "the vise" Grisenti is the warden of the "Grammar Slammer," (as she affectionately calls the Writing Center). Her policy of solitary confinement has corrected the ways of
many an errant writer. In addition to her duties as a third-year writing consultant, this senior
communication arts major is also a member of the Highlander staff.
Dawn "of the dead" Guildner has been with the Writing Center since January 1991. When
she is not riding her Yamaha FZR 600, she can be found diligently digesting biology (her
major), chocolate and Grand Marnier.
Bret "albino sniper" Hann, a founder of the Regis Rugby Team, is the associate director of
the Writing Program. He is a graduate of the University of Iowa and earned his masters
degree at George Mason University. He can easily be identified by a fairly constant black eye,
(which he claims is from rugby, but we know it is really from his girlfriends.)

Sophomore Jim "put up your dukes" Johnson is a biology and communication arts major.
With a sharp tongue and honed wit, this second-year writing consultant can speak two languages, (but he won't tell us which ones). Jim can usually be found recording lewd messages
on his answering machine or putting his hands on ho·t light bulbs.
Denis "Parker" Oran will never turn away an attractive freshman who needs help with a
paper. This first-year writing consultant extraordinaire enjoys the challenges of his job. But
beware"Of his compulsion for sentence structure.
Peggy "rice-burner" Stalp is from a long line of writing consultants. An extremely talented
painter, she specializes in the Muppets. She is a political science and sociology major. This
first-year writing consultant, although mean to her fellow consultants, is actually a nifty gal.
Jennifer "Rapunzel" Susich, the forlorn siren found in the Writing Center window, attempts
to seduce writers into her lair. An English major with minors in music, philosophy and
secondary education, this third-year writing consultant enjoys writing diabolical poetry and
insulting her closest friends.
Sarah "T" (as she is known on the streets) Wirth is a French and political science major who
likes to put writers in chains and manacles. As a second-year writing consultant, her hobbies
include singing, chips and torture, so come visit Sarah if you're in the mood for bondage!
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Sports

Attack of the Flu Bugs!

Women's Volleyball Still
In The Race
Central Missouri should increase
the Rangers national and reSports Editor
gional ranking.
Out of the last thirteen games
After a difficult opening part the rangers are 12-1. Their
of the season the Women's only lost comes to Metro State
Volleyball team has turned up who is currently ranked numthe heat in the race of a CAC ber one not only in the confertitle and even a bid in the NCAA ence but in the region which
national tournament.
consist of six states.
On October 8 through the 10
In the conference the Rangthe Rangers traveled to Kansas ers are currently in second place
to participate in the Ft. Hays with a record of 6-2.
University tournament. The
The upcoming weekend of
Rangers sweept through the October 29 through the 31st the
competition defeating all four Rangers will participate in a
teams. The Rangers defeated premire Tournament being held
The University of Missouri at at the Air force Academy. A
St. Louis, Adams State Col- good performance here will help
lege, East Texas University and hold the Rangers current posiCentral Missouri State Univer- tion in the region, and might insity.
crease it.
The two defeats against reThe Rangers play here at home
gionally ranked University of November 3, 9, and the 10th.
Missouri at St. Louis and against

by Kevin Catron

Regis Athlete Of The Week:
Renee St. Marie

By Dawn Butler
Look out, everyone, it's FLU SEASON! Yes, that's right, it's time to be sick all
winter long with some form of this terrible virus known as influenza. Some of the more
common symptoms of this annoyance are the following: runny nose, aching muscles, heac
ache, dizziness, fever, cough, and hoarseness. This is different form the stomach flu
(which is usually associated with vomiting and diarrhea). This flu has just the usual
niceties associated with the common cold. the trouble with this virus is that the doctor
probably cannot help. But here are some things you can do to prevent and shorten the
life-span of influenza in your body.
1. Get a flu shot (this may help to prevent reception of the virus). You can do this by
going to see the H~alth Services in the LDC.
2. Drink a lot of liquid (your body will require more fluid when it has a fever).
3. Sleep with a vaporizer next to your bed (this will help prevent further problems with
Bronchitis and will help liquify secretions).
4. Plenty ofrest (don't tempt the virus with a lack-of-sleep weakened body; if you are
tired your body is telling you something).

5. Try medicines such as Nyquil (Dayquil) and Tylenol to get rid of congestion, fever,
aches and pains) ..
6. Use throat lozenges (to soothe the throat and open up nasal passages).
7. Try drinking salty liquids like (you guessed it) chicken soup (this may help prevent diz
.
)
/
zmess
.

8. Beware of aspirin (Reye's Syndrome rnay still be a possibility. It usually occurs in
children or teenagers when given aspirin for treatment of flu or chicken pox. Don't risk it
it can be deadly!)
9. If the symptoms persist beyond two weeks then call your doctor.

Men's Soccer Still Focused on CAC Title
by Kevin Catron
Sports Editor

After an explosive start, the
men's soccer program has
continued to persue the goal
of a Colorado Athletic
Conference title. With the
help of an overpowering
defense headed by sophmore
Brad Roberson the Rangers
have continued to shut down
some high powered offense.
On October 19 the
Rangers hosted CAC

Renee St. Marie is not
only this week's
Ranger of the week,
she has also earned the
honor of AVCA Division II player of the
week and the Colorado Athletic Conference player of the
week.
St. Marie is a graduate from West Linn
High School in West
Linn, Oregon.

She is currently
number four on the
all-time Regis assist
record. Last week St.
Marie had 59·assists
against No. 15 Central
Missouri State. In the
Colorado Colorado
Springs match, St.
Marie had 55 assists,
20 digs and five kills.
St. Marie also averaged 3.38 digs last
week.

opponent the University of
Colorado at Colorado
Springs. The explosive
defense held Colorado
Springs to just one goal while
the Rangers scored three
goals. Goals were scored by
freshman Mark Allen,
sopomore Jeremy Sanchez
and finally by junior Steve
Scher.
On October 19 the Rangers'

defense did it again holding
CAC rivals Metro State to no
points while the Rangers
scored three goals. Goals were
scored by sophomore Jeremy
Sanchez, junior steve Scher
and finally by Francisco
Dongo.
With the help of a relentless
defense the Rangers plan to
capture a CAC title.

Patrick Holloway Gets Pre-Season All-American
by Kevin Catron
Sports Editor

Patrick Holloway was
named Preseason Honorable
Mention All- American by
Division II Bulletin, in the
October, 1993, edition.
Holloway, a 6'0" senior
guard, averaged 10.7 points
and 3.0 assist per game last

year for the Rangers.
The 1990 graduate of Denver's George Washington
High School, was one of two
non-seniors to earn AllConference honors last year.
"We have such a young
team this year that we rely
very heavily on Patrick in the
early part of the season," said
coach Lonnie Porter. "There

is no question in my mind
that he has the tools to have a
very good year for us."
Regis University, 18-9 last
season, will open the 1993-94
season on Saturday, November 20th, when Chadron State
College visits the Fieldhouse.

\

Regis Lacrosse Begins Its Season
by Kevin Catron
Sports Editor
On October 24, the Regis
Lacrosse team traveled to the
Air Force Academy to
participate in the Air Force
Invitational.
The Rangers had to-play:
· always tough Denver Univer-

sity, The University of
Northern Colorado, and the
University of Wyoming.
The Rangers Defeated the
University of Wyoming 6-0
while falling to both Northern
Colorado 5-4 and DU 8-3.
Regis University standouts
were sophmore co-captain
Seamus Daley and freshman
Chris Macheca. Daley scored

a total of six goals with three
assists, while Macheca scored
three goals and had three
assists.
This years team captians are
Senior E.J. Fuelner, Senior
Sean Breen and Sophomore
Seamus Daley.

REGIS5
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Entertainment

Under the_spotlight: Rattling Bones

Movie Review:
The Secret Garden
by Kate Barnes
Copy Editor

Recording Artists Rattling Bones.

Special to Highlander

by Barb Shockley
Entertainment Editor

From the 60s were the Rolling Stones,
the classic rock era had Aerosmith, the
late 80s brought The London Quireboys, and now there is a band ~at puts
all these musical styles together to form
a classic-rock-with-a-touch-of-blues
band.
Rattling Bones is the band. From out
of the north and into the homes of the
loving, this Minneapolis, MN band is

not your average 90s band. The four
piece band, Neal Sundet (vocals), Brynn
Arens (guitars), Greg Eidem (bass) and
Joachim Beacker (drums), brings on the
flavor of the late 60s early 70s music in
their four song demo Rattling Bones.
The band doesn't mind having the
sound that they do. "It's not about the
flavor-of-the-month ... it's not about our
sense of fashion ... it's not about being
rich and famous ... it's about music ... it's
about getting on stage and letting it all

hang out... it's about doing what you
believe in, man!" declares Arens.
Rattling Bones' four song demo tape
(consisting of"Black T-Shirt," ''Trouble,"
"Angel," and "No More Blood") is
available for .a few dollars. For more
information about the band and to get
their tape, write to: Nederlander, 810
Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.
Stay tuned to KRCX to hear some of
Rattling Bones.

The movie The Secret Garden is an
adaptation of the popular novel about a
spoiled orphan girl who comes to live
with her wealthy, yet mysterious uncle
in England.
Through the magic of a garden, she
learns about herself, and helps her estranged family learn the value of life,
and the importance of healing and growth.
This newest version of the classic tale
is a beautiful sight to see. The visuals
are great. From the amazing old manor
house in northern England to the spectacular gardens, this is a visual feast.
However, the story suffers. It is a well
known one and follows only a few years
after a Hallmark Hall of Fame version
for television, and the enormously successful Tony Award-winning musical.
The screenplay fails to cast a new bent
to the tail, and therefore, it becomes
predictable.
The cast, including Maggie Smith as
the strict head of the Mistlethwaite manor,
is a charming collection of actors.
Unfortunately, their charm could not
take the edge off the ordinary script.
I enjoyed the film for the acting and
the visuals, yet the slow, predictable
script was a barrier to the film's potential. It was disappointing.
On a scale of l - 10, this film earns a
7. It's a movie to wait for on video
release. Watch it on a night when you
want to curl up with a blanket and relax.

KRCX
and
Sen. Dennis Gallagher
Present the 2nd Annual
Historic Pub Tour of
Lower Downtown and
LODO Pubs.
When: Wednesday, Nov. 3
Time: 6:30 p.m.
to 9:00p.m.
Cost: $10
Transportation Available
You must be 21 years of
age to go on the tour.
Contact the Communication Arts Dept. for details
and tickets, or call extension 4990. All proceeds
will benefit
Regis Radio KRCX.
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NURSES. CONTINUE
YOUR EDUCATION ...
THE SMART WAY.

Army Reserve Nursing offers a variety of opportunities
to further your education at little or no cost to you.

• Specialized Training Assistance Program
(STRAP) provides an extra monthly stipend of over

$794 for nurse anesthesia, operating room training,
RN-BSN and selected master's degrees.

• Health Professionals Loan Repayment Program
will repay qualifying federally insured student loans at
a maximum.of $20,000 for select specialties.

• Montgomery GI Bill can give you up to $6,840 to
complete your B.S.N. degree.

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

Call 303·360·9379
BEALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY RESERVE

.

EXTRA INCOME '93
Earn $200 - $500
weekly mailing 1993
Travel Brochures. For
more information send a
self addressed stamped
envelope to:
Travel Inc. P.O. Box
2530, Miami, FL 33261
FREE TRIPS AND
MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus
Programs

1-800-327-6013.

Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations, highly motivated individuals Travel FREE plus earn up
to TIIOUSANDS of
DOLLARS selling
SPRING BREAK trips to
Cancun-Bahamas/CruiseSouth Padre Island-Florida
Beaches : CALL KIRK
1-800-258-9191.

Professional typeset
resumes for $18.00.

Censorship Day 1993
Censorship Continued
form p. 1
Observers were surprised to
see "Where's Waldo?" among
them, but apparently if you look
carefully you can find some
other "offensive" images.
Students could test their aim
with the "Tipper Gore Dart
Board", which itself had been
censored.
The original display showed
a nude body "headed" by Tipper Gore. The Regis student
who designed the display for
Censorship
Day,
Jesse
Loesekan, was "asked" by the
administration to cover up
Tipper' s breasts and genitals.
No doubt this downplayed the
impact and the symbolism of
the display, and made the entire purpose seem hypocritical
as well.
For personal expression, students could write and draw messages on a small board for everyone to read.

Some of the more thought
provocative quotes were: "The
f--king truth is not the same w/
o the lies made up!" and "Regis
is a f--king hellhole haven for
white, ungracious, rich bastards
who still live in suburbs."
Is the use of (--) journalistic
ethics or collective censorship?
Beavis and Butthead had their
day at Regis with the issue of
censoring the mention of fire
on their show.
Opponents say that Beavis
and Butthead are setting the
wrong example for their children to follow. They base their
concerns on a case where a
young boy, said to be influenced by the show, set fire to
the home, which resulted in his
little sister's death. Evidence
suggests that the trailer home
was not wired to receive cable.
An independent survey shows that the favorite aspect of censorship day was the graffiti art,
and the second favorite was the
information OJ\ sex and censorship.

Includes 20 copies on linen
& chioce of type. Term
papers from $4.00 per page.

Lynn's Typesetting &
Graphics 650-5581.
GAIL'S SALON
4903 Lowell
Nails $18 Perms $25
For an Appointment Call
455-4044

Basketball Fan? Amiable Personality?
Combine at Nuggets
games. Volunteer
customer service positions available. Send
resumes to: Nuggets,
. Customer Service Department, 1635 Clay St.
Denver, CO 80204. Call
893-6700 ext. 1184 with
questions.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed!
Earn $2000+ monthly.
Summer /holidays/
fulltime. World
travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands,
Casino Workers, etc.
No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-

Advertising :Policies:
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the written
permission of the editor-inchief and the faculty advisor.
To buy advertising space, call
the Highlander at 458-4152,
or visit the office in Room
211 of the Student Center.
· For Rent. 2 BR. House
4617 Quitman St. Refeer-Stove. $500/Month,
$500 Deposit. Utilities
High $120, Low $44.
NO PETS. By Appt.
Only 232-6527
FOR SALE: FISCHER
AIRLITE 200cm Skis.
Excellent condition, Look-in
binding,$85
794-7221

The Career Exploration Fair-is Coming!
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 1993
10am - 2pm in the Student Center
This year's Career Exploration Fair is for everyone! Whether you are deciding on a
major, faced with having to look for a job soon, or just thinking about life after
college, talking to these representatives can be helpful. Over SO employers will be
present.
, Among them are:

U.S. West, Arthritis Foundation, IBM, Denver Convention Complex, General Cable
Co.,McGraw
- Hill, State Farm Insurance, United Airlines, Champion Business Systems, and
MANY more!
Some of the occupational fields represented:

Computer Science, Law, Business, Insurance, Marketing, Recreation, Environment,
Financial, Banking, Counseling, City and State Government, Ministry, Human
Resources, Media, Social Services and Public Relations.

